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The Distributional Impact of the State and Local
Fiscal Aisistance ~rit of 1972 ~

William B. Neenan

Introduction

The State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 is legislation that

was shaped by a decade of discussion. According to the Act, $30.2 billion

of federal funds are to be disbursed to all state and local general purpose

governments during the five years 1972-76. During 1972 this meant that in

addition to the government of the 50 states and the District of Columbia,

38,552 local governments were eligible to receive the $5.3 billion of shared

revenue funds to be allocated in that year. Of these governments 3,044 were

counties, 18,517 municipalities, and 16,991 townships. 15,781 indepen-

dent school districts and 23,885 special purpose districts, not being

1general purpose local governments, were not eligible to receive funds.

Since the renewal of this legislation is currently under active consideration

by Congress, an evaluation of its effectiveness seems appropriate at this

time.

The principal focus of. this evaluation will be on the redistributive

impact of the shared revenue program, an item frequently mentioned by the

Act's supporters. For example, it has been observed that "generalrevenue

sharing has also provided for far more financial aid to the Nation's centr~l

cities than to their rich suburban neighbors. Detroit, for example, received

a per capita entitlement of $27.79 as compared to Grosse Pointe Farms' per

capita payment of $3.83 .... This rather impressive equalization performance

should win over to the side of revenue sharing many persons with a pro poor
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concerti who had originally taken'li rather ditn view of this program. 1I2 The

judgement that will emerge from the analysis in this paper, however, is that

indeed there ate substantial grounds ror believing that general reVenue

sharing is not particularly advantageous for poor citizens.

The specific qUestion to be addressed is this: is general re~enue

sharing to be considered a sUccess if viewed as a redistributive program?

To provide insights into this one aspect of the general revenue sharing program

we will 1) e~atnirte the cotnp1e~ five~step allocation prbcess to detertnine the

relative significance tif the varibus allocation variables in the distribution

of the grants. 2) Per capita grants received by cities in California and

Michigan will be regressed bn several variables serving as profiles ror normative

bases of revenUe sharing and some inferences concerning the efrective-

hess 0f the program will be drawn from these results. 3) Implications

will be drawn from an anaiysis of the redistributive effects of the

progtam in tefnH3 of grants to ju:tisd:t.~t.:ltln§ judged to be petlr father

than in terms of ihcome grants to poor indiviqtials. 4) Finall~j the

distribUtional impact on city entitlements from changing the allocation

fdrmula will be examined and dne illustrative policy change will be

outlined.

'I'he 1972 Act stiptiHu:es that iiftirids received by units of local

governments:, ••may be Used dn1y fer ptibtH;y expenditures;" with the

Act also interpreted as permitting tax reduction. 3 There ate nine

irpriori tyi.i expehdittifes. In addition to capital expenditures; operating

eipenses in eight categoties are enumerated: 1) pUblic safety, ~)

environmental protection, 3) public transportation, 4) health; 5)

recreation; 6) libraries; 1) sdcial services for the pdor or aged;
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and 8) financial administration. In an attempt to monitor the use of

these funds Congress has required the jurisdictions to submit planned

and actual use reports to the Treasury Department concerning their

disposition of the funds. There is general agreement, however, that

such a reporting procedure may not accurately reflect the use to

which these funds have been put. Because funds are fungible it is

difficult to determine the actual impact of a general revenue sharing

program. For accounting purposes shared revenue funds may well be

assigned to a particular function in the budget but the funds that

would otherwise have been used to support this function may be allocated

for some other purposes. Thus the net effect is to increase funds

for these other purposes rather than the function to which the funds

have been assigned.

Several major studies have attempted to determine the actual

fiscal impact of the program. The Brookings Institution has conducted

a field research survey covering eight state governments, fifty-six

local governments, and one Indian tribe concerning their use of the

shared revenue funds up to July'l, 1973. From this survey it is

estimated that 20.6 percent of the funds to these jurisdictions were

used for new capital expenditures; 44.8 percent used either for tax

relief or avoidance of borrowing; with only 4.6 percent allocated for

expanding operations, including increased wage payments. The remainder

of the funds were reportedly used for miscellaneous purposes, with

4nearly 15 percent "unallocated." The reliability of these estimates

however, is questionable on several grounds. They are derived from

the initial period of the program when the recipient governments may
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not have fully incorporated the funds into their budgetary process.

Further there appears to be no scientific basis for the selection

of jurisdictions included in the Brookings survey. Consequently it

is risky to generalize from any patterns discovered in these juris-

dictions to all governments receiving shared revenue.

NSF/Rann has sponsored nine studies of the impact of general

revenue sharing. These projects have examined a wide range of issues

associated with revenue sharing and employed various research tech

niques. Some generali~ations concerning the use of shared revenue

funds have been drawn from these studies. "In general, the NSF/Rann

sponsored studies found that in the largest cities the preponderance

of GRs funds was used for operating expenses; in smaller jurisdictions,

GRS funds tended to be used preponderantly for capital improvements ••••

Overall; abatement ox state and local taxes or prevention or moderation

of tax increases was seen to be one important uSe of GRS funds» but

researchers disagreed on the extent of this use. irS these studies offer

even less evidence as to whether shared revenue funds have been used

in ways that specifically benefit low income citizens. ilto estimate

how much different segments of the population have benefited from the

GRS program has proved to be extremely difficult» if not impossible.il6

the use to which funds are put by recipient governments is

obviously a major consideration in determining the distributional

impact of the program. But until more sophisticated analyses are

available we will be unable to jUdge this matter with arty degree of

confidence,
7

B6wever; some insight into the distributional impact

of the program can be derived by analyzing another important facet
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of the distributional question, namely, the process by which the funds

are divided among the various governments.

Allocation of Funds: An Overview

The shared revenue funds are distributed through a five-step

procedure: 1) determination of the aggregate sums for each of the

50 state areas and the District of Columbia; 2) division of these

aggregate sums between the state and local general purpose governments;

3) allocation of each state's local share to its various county areas;

4) division of the county area's share among the various classes of

general purpose local jurisdictions within the county; and 5) allo

cation of each class' share to its member units.

1) The aggregate sum for a state area is the larger of the amount

provided under either the "Senate" or "House" formula. The Senate

formula is defined in the 1972 Act in terms of three factors, an area's

population, its "general tax effort," and its relative income. Generally,

this formula favors the less populous and lower income states. The

House formula includes five components, an area's population, its

urbanized population, its population weighted by relative income,

its general tax effort, and a factor reflecting state personal income

tax collections. The House formula favors the urbanized and the

more heavily populated states.

2) Once the entitlement for a state area is determined, one-third

of this amount is set aside for the state government and two-thirds

made available for local distribution. 3) This latter amount is then

allocated to the county areas within the state on a basis similar to

..... ;....



the state,;;,arec':l. ai1(jcat:l.bns tinder the Seti.&te formula. 4) The coUnty

area Iunds in tutti. ate divided &fuong the cdUnty~ township, and

municipal gbvetnmehts in prbpbrtion to the nonschool tax revenue

collected by these various classes of governments. 5) Finally,

al10catibns to the vatious township and munid.pa1 govertlrtients are

determined by the Senate fotmu1a.

'.three constiraihts have a significant impact on the allocations

of fUnds: 1) the shared revenue grant to any ioca1 jurisdictibn may

not be more than 50 percent or the Stirn of its nonschbbl tax revenue

plUs receipts from intergovernmental transfers (other than the shared

revenUe itself); 2) the gtant to any tOWhship ot municipality may

not be more than 145 percent nor less than 10 percent of the per

capita amount available statewide for local distribution, with the

total savings ftbm this provision shared with all local governments

in the state itl proportion with their previous entitiement; and

3) if a idcai jUflsdictiohls efititlement is iess than $200 a year Or

if it chooses hbt to receive an enbit1emehtj this amount reverts

tb its cbtirtty goverrtment.

Vayt&rt; ohio will be us~a as art iiiustration to ~iarify the

significance of the Varibus provisions of the 1972 state and Ltical

'0 .'.. ,.' '" 0'" " ....n·. ", 13F3..scal Assii.stantte Act~. i~ Ih 1972 Oh!LiD'S erttit1ement was $214

mi1iidn, as det~rmihea by the HbUSe fbrmul&. 2) Of this amoUht,

two-thirds, or nearly $143 fuillitirt, was allocated to the various

general purpose ideal gdvernmertts iri the state. 3) The Montgomery

County Are~j erl~ompassing Daytoh, received $8.4 million. This amount
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is based on the -evaluation of the three-part formula for the Montgomery

County area which was calculated as follows: the population of the

county multiplied by the relative income factor (state per capita

income/county per capita income) multiplied by the relative tax effort

factor (the county area's total nonschool tax revenue divided by the

county's total money income). In turn the product of this multipli

cation was divided by the sum of similar products for the other

eighty-seven county areas in Ohio to determine the Montgomery County

area's proportion of the total Allocation to local governments in

Ohio. Finally, adjustments were made for the statewide effects of

the 20 percent and the lQ5 percent provisions.

4) This $8.4 million grant to the Montgomery County area was

then divided between a) the Montgomery County government, b) its

13 to~~ships and c) its 18 municipalities in proportion to the

nonschoo1 tax revenues collected by these three groups of local

goverr~ents, with adjustments made to reflect the statewide effects

of the 20 percent and 145 percent ceiling provisions. 5) Finally,

Dayton's proportion of the funds allocated to the municipalities

in Montgomery County was determined by a three-part formula similar

to the formula used to determine the county area's proportion of

the statewide local portion. With allowance being made once more

for the statewide effects of the 20 percent and 145 percent provisions,

Dayton's allocation for 1972 was $4,180,000.

State Area Allocations

Each of the five steps in the disbursement procedure potentially

is a point at which the distributional pattern of the program can be

--.._._---~-~--
~----"_._._---_ .._--~.-~-----~--~-----~-----_ .. -
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affected. In the first step of the allocational process, the total

shared revenue is apportioned among the 51 state areas. The allocation

to each state area is the larger of the al1lounts calculated by the

Senate and HOuse formulas after this amount has been proportionately

reduced so as to satisfy the constraint imposed by the total funds

available. 9 The Senate formula is described in the legislation as

the "three factor formula ll even though it will be seen that only

two factors actually contribute to the variance in the per capita

10grants to the state areas. The Senate formula can be defined:

(1) Sj

where

F
(p .)(E .)CR.)
---L.... J J
51
r [(P.) (E.) (R.)]
• 1. 1. 1.

1.

S. grant to jth state under Senate formula
J

F = total federal funds to be allocated to state areas

P = population of state area

E == X= index of "general tax effort"

where

T - total state and local taxes in state area

A ~ aggregate personal income of state area as reported in

national accountS

R ~g~* = index of relative income

where

PCMI* = per capita money income in U.S. as reported by Bureau

of Census

PCMI - per capital money income in state area = C
l'
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. where -

C aggrega te money income in state as reported by Bureau of

Census

P population of state area

If the index of "general tax effort" and the index of relative income

are substituted into equation (1), if PCMI* is cancelled out of

both the numerator and denominator, some terms rearranged, and we

assume "personal income" as measured in the National Accounts and

11
"money income" as reported by the Census Bureau are the same (Y) ,

we have:

(2) S, = F
J 5~ (P i )2

. Y.
~ ~

Thus instead of having three operative variables the Senate formula

reduces to a two~part formula which simply weights tax collections (T .)
P, 2 J

by the inverse of per capita income squared -.2 since the denominator
Y.

J
of the formula is the same for each of the 51 areas. In other words,

under the Senate formula the higher an area's tax collections and the

. (3)

, PCMI*

(

p ,) Urban, . j PCMI
H

j
= ,22F -l + .22F J + 22F:- __-I__.

T T • 51
P Urban L; P PCMI*

.; i. PCMI.

.L • ~
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+ .17F

, 2
T.
J
A,

J

10

H. grant to jth state under House formula
J

pI total U.S. population

Urban == urbanized population

1, 14
YT = state income tax co lections

Fot the 1975-76 entitlement period the Senate formula (S)

provides the larger allocation for 34 states while for 16 states and

the District of Columbia the House formula (H) proves to be more

, .'. . 15advantageous, as seen in Table 1, column 1. In general the Senate

formula favors states with lower per capita incomes ghd smaller

urbanized populations. On the other hand, thre~ of the five most

populouS states, California, N~w York, and Illindis, are favored

by the House formula. These stat~s have relatively high average

per capita income, even though they also have large urban cort~

centratious of poverty populations,

The actUal entitlement to a state area must be less than the

amount originally calculated uhder the more favbtab~e formula dUe

to the adjustmeiit te<fuired to keep the sum of the allocation equal

to the constrained amoUrit of available shared revenue, Theactual

total and per capita shared revenue payments in 1915~16 to the

various state areaS afe shdwn in Table 1, columns 2 and 3, In
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colurrm4 each area's per capita grant is expressed as-a percenta.ge

of the average per capita grant for all states areas in 1975-76.

Vermont received the largest per capita $41.84, which was 138.7

percent of the average for all the state areas, while Ohio received

only $24.16 per capita, or 80.3 percent of the U.S. average.

The principle of Occam's razor suggests that the complexity

of the allocation formulas be reduced, especially if this can be

achieved with little or no effect on the outcome. For example,

two of the five factors (H2 (Income) and H
3

(Tax Effort)] appear to

be redundant since in conjunction with the other factors they do not

affect the per capita variation in entitlements. Thus if the

three House factors, population, urban population, and state income

taxes, are each used to allocate one third of the available revenue,

otherwise maintaining the present state area allocation process,

the state area entitlements are little changed. Th~s outcome can

be seen in Table 1 from a comparison of the actual per capita

entitlements in 1975-76. (colurrm 3) with the per capita entitlements

that would result from allowing the st.ate area to chose either the

Senate formula or the just suggested, three~factor House formula

(colurrm 5).

Redistribution at State Area Level

As would be expected from the manner in which income enters

into the allocation procedure, entitlements are redistributive at

the s tate area level. The coefficient of rank correlation between

1972 per capita income and the state area per capita entitlements

._-_.-------------------------.--_..--_. --_._--_.--_._._------_._---



TaBi~ 1

total, Per Capi1:a~ahdPet~erii: ot u.s: AvgbigeShareCl
RevetlUe by stat~ Area, JUly 1975-Jtihe 1976

Sta~e Area

Most AtlvahtagebtiS
Fdrmuia

(1)

Total
(2)

(obOs)

Per capita
(ActUal)

(3)

Perceht bf
U.s: A"e;:rage

(4)

Per Capita
t8; 3-Facto:r H)

(5)

Tbbh u. S.

Aiabama
Alaska
AHzoha
Ar'kailsi:!s
Cai:trohiia

Cd1draclo
Cdnrted::tet.tt:
Dei&t;Hii"e
rlistri~t of Columbia
Florida

G~bf~ia

Ha{Ji:iii
fdiiHb
±HiIiois
rncl:Lciha

Iowa
kaRs1:1s
ki::ititUcky
LbUisiana
Maine

Maryland
Ma§sachusetts
Michigan
Hiiiti~i:j(j t a
Mi~gJ:h~ipp:l..

Mi~~8Ufi
M8RHHHl
NeBhisk.!i
NevaJla
New Hl'iiripsIHre

s
Ii
S
S
II

It
i:I
H
H
s

s
Ii
s
H
s

s
s
s
s
s

if
H
,j

H
S
S

§
S
§
s
S

$6 ~ 35b, 714

1bi~863
9~i38

65·251
~~~918
~,

t5~;i11

139,154
85:S2~
19;i4t
2~~g4~

200 669
~

13j;3~8·'·',\'('..-r'
27;830
25,289

:321; 72~
128; 859

82; 8s2
58·,221
1~~~89~
116;853

40 ~ 115

116' 171
" ~:' .'

206;461
267;103
132'1350

.' ' , ., ,c"

94; 812

i2212~ti
.~ "~' ','i{ ....~
23" 713
42~i60
14:#05
zo;btii

$30~04

2t'L 48
27.12
30.31
31.97
31.53

21:71
;:~ :-,'. r
27.70
33.4ti
36;86
24.M

27;3;2
32:$13
1Lt5
28.90
24.18

2~~d2
25.g§
30.65
36.36
38.89

30.82
35;tJb
29.36
33;92
~Od31

25.5~
31.16
27;32
25:M
24:15

1dO $30.04

94.6 28.42
90.2 27.10

idO.2 30.10
1b6.5 32.dd
ib4~9 31.51

91.7 27.56
92.i 2'7.68

111;4 33.47
123.3 37.04
ai.9 24.60

9b;4 27.15
HHL9 32.74
iO~;b 31.42
96). 28.97
8tL~ 24.22

~8.0 29.45
~r5 .5 25.79

id:L4 30.78
121.6 36.54
i28.b 38.46

102.5 3b.81
its.7 35.65
97.6 29.33

113.1 33A8
1:33. j ~d.17

85.1 2!L.57
ib6.d 31.$4
~1.S 2];48
85.2 .2.5; ~i
82.3 2~;j4
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Table 1
(Continued)

---_.----- __' __"_--0

Most Advantageous Total Per Capita Percent of Per Capita
Formula (2) (Actual) U.S. Average (S, 3-Factor H)

State Area (1) (OOOs) (3) (4) (5)

New Jersey H 198.475 27.08 90.3 27.13
New Mexico S 39,611 35.30 118.3 35.53
New York H 719,208 39.71 132.3 39.76
North Carolina S 155,258 28.95 95.8 28.79
North Dakota S 19,265 30.24 101.5 30.49

Ohio H 259,449 24.16 80.3 24.13
Oklahoma S 70,393 25.98 86.3 25.92
Oregon H 66,672 29.42 98.1 29.46
Pennsylvania S 336,766 28.45 95.0 28.55
Rhode Island H 27,424 29.27 97.7 29.34

South Carolina S 89,329 32.09 106.8 32.10
South Dakota S 25,281 37.07 123.9 37.21
Tennessee S 117,421 28.44 95.3 28.62
Texas S 309.036 25.65 85.1 25.58
Utah S 27.252 31. 76 106.3 31. 94

Vermont S 19,664 41. 84 138.7 41.68
Virginia H 128,278 26.14 86.7 26.06
Washington S 92,607 26.64 88.7 26.64
West Virginia S 57,280 31.98 106.8 32.10
Wisconsin S 160,550 35.16 117.8 35.39

Wyoming S 10,026 27.93 92.97 27.93

Source of data: computed from U.S. Department of the Treasury, Office of
Revenue Sharing, Sixth Period Entitlements, Washington, 1975, p. 440; and
Initial Data Elements, Sixth Period Enti~lements, Washington, 1975, p. 437.
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in 1975-76 is -0.26, indicating a slight redistributive impact in

16favor of the lower income states. This outcome is net of the

impact of the various allocation factors. The coefficients of

correlation between state per capita income and entitlements based

on the various factors are: 1) Senate formula entitlements -0.71;

2) HI (urban population) entitlements +0.70; 3) H
2

(income) entitle

ments -0.98; H
3

(tax effort) entitlements +0.53; and H
4

(income tax)

entitlements +0.50.

At least two points must be kept in mind for an interpretation

of these measures of the redistributional impact of the program among

state areas. First, the distributional impact depends not only on the

allocational pattern of the grants but also on the distributional

consequences of drawing the funds from one or other source. Are

they derived from increased federal taxes? Reduced outlays for

other federal programs? Or a combination of increased taxes and

reduced outlays? And what are the distributional implications of

financing the shared revenue program from one or other of

these various sources? For e~ample, if the shared revenue program

is assumed to be financed by federal taxes that are derived more

than proportionately ftom the higher income states, then the overall

incidence of the program would be more redistributive among state

areas than is indicated by the distributional pattern of entitlements

alone. Using federal tax incidence estimates derived by Labovitz for

1969-71 and assuming that the shared revenue entitlements for 1972

were financed by a prorated fraction of all federal taxes, a net

gain (loss) for each state area can be calculated. The coefficient



Thus to determine more accurately
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of rank correlation between this estimated net gain (loss) and per

17capita income for the state area is -0.81. Thus, assuming that

the program is financed from general federal revenue sources, it

appears that the shared revenue program is redistributive at least

between the state areas. However, many feel that the shared revenue

program has been financed largely at the expense of federal categori-

cal aid programs. Under this assumption the redistribution achieved

even at the state level would be considerably less.

Second, even if the program is redistributive in favor of low

income state areas, this does not necessarily mean that poor citizens

or even cities with large dependent populations are beneficiaries

of the program. States with low average incomes have many high

income residents and include many affluent communities, just as high

income states have financially hard pressed communities with large

k f d " d d'" 18poc ets 0 ~sa vantage c~t~zens.

the distributional impact of the shared revenue program, the four

steps prescribed for the distribution of funds among the general

purpose governments within the state areas must be scrutinized.

Division Between State and Local Governments

One third of a state area's funds are assigned to the state

government and two-thirds set aside for distribution to the local

general purpose governments in the state. Since the revenue

raised by all local governments in 1973 was 46 percent of the

revenue raised by both state and local governments in that year

th t hi d 11 . 1 1 " h " 19e wo t r s a ocat~on to oca governments m~g t seem excess~ve.



But such ~ jud~~~nt py~rloQks a. p~incipal ~yow~d purpps~ of th~

shared r~v~nu~ pro~~a~, nam~ly, assistanc~ to financially distress~d

loc~l gove~nm~nts. If ind~~d t4i~ is a principal goal of th~ program,

we may qu~stion wheth~~ th~ on~-thi~d/two-thirds ru1~ is calibrated

fin~ly ~nough and sp~cifical1y whether more assistanc~ should not

be desi~nated fo~ those municipalities that are esp~ciallY distr~ss~d.

fu~thermor~, the allocation of fiscal resppnsipiliti~s between

state and local governm~nts varies consid~rab1y across th~ states.

Local goy~rnm~nts in Hawaii, for example, collected only 24 perc~nt

of th~ total st~te and local tax reVenues generated in that state

in 1973; while in ~~W J~rs~y local tax collections constituted 5p

20
percent pf the stat~ and local total in that Year. Since local

gPYer~ents in both instances ~ec~ived two thirds of their state

area's ~llqcatiQn, the ~~W J~rseY local governments rec~ived

r~lativ~lY less su.ppo~t to me~t their fiscal responsibi1iti~s than

Assume, fo~ example, that New Jersey cities tend tp have larger

depenedent pppu,l~tions than do ijawaii~n cities. Sinc~ New J~rseY

cities must a1sQ finance a larger range of public activities than

do Hawaiian cities, they would then have relatively less of th~ir

shared ~ev~nu~ aVailable to suppo~t programs in favor of their

dependent populati9n~ Such a copsequ~nce would b~ regressive. In

gepel!'a.:!.,if the sh':U;e,H ,pevenue 1$ to add~ess the fiscal need of

jurisdictions as r~flected in thei~ functional r~sponsibilities,

some ad~ustment in the di~tribution of the funds is required to

reflect variations ~n ~he stat~-local division of fiscal r~sponsibility,
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Nathan t Manvel t ·arid Calkinstfor example t have sugg·estedthat the

state-local fractions be allowed to vary according to one of several

possible indices, such as, tax revenue, all general revenue raised,

21or all direct expenditures. Another possibility that will be

developed in the final section is specifically to target those local

governments judged in greatest need of assistance.

Allocation Among Local Governments

The two-thirds portion of a state area's shared revenue allocated

to local governments is first divided among the county areas according

to the "three-factor" Senate formula discussed above (equations 1

22and 2). It is at this point that the minimum and maximum pro-

visions are introduced. If, in a preliminary calculation, any

county area would receive less than 20 percent or more than 145

percent of the state average per capita entitlement available for

local governments, the county area's shared revenue is adjusted

to fall within these bounds and the appropriately offsetting

adjustments made in other county area allotments.

The total sum for each county area is then allocated to the

county government, township governments (if anY)t and municipal

governments in proportion to the noneducational tax revenue raised

by these various classes of governments.
23

Finally, the respective

township and municipal totals are apportioned to the individual

units within these categories according to the "three-factor" Senate

formula. Constraints are also imposed on the allocation of these

township and municipal totals. 1) No township or municipality may

receive less than 20 percent; 2) no more than 145 percent of the
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state average per capita entitlement available rrom the state area's

local entitlement, with shortfalls or excesses derived from or added

to allocations to all local governments in the state; 3) no unit may

receive more than 50 percent of the sum of its noneducation tax

revenue plus intergovernmental trapsfers, with any excess funds

allocated to a unit's county government; and 4) no unit may receive

an entitlement of less than $200, with disallowed entitlements

allocated to the unit's county government.

Distributional Impact on Municipalities

The shared revenue received by any municipality is determined

not only by the value of the variabies in the allocation formula (see

equations 1 and 2) but also by two notable constraints imposed in the

allocation process. 1) The total shared revenue allocated to a state

and/or county area sets limits to the shared revenue available for

distribution to any municipality. Thus city A with a value for its

"three factor" formula equal to city B's, nonetheless will receive

a smaller entitlement than B if it is situated in a state area whose

per capita entit~emtnt is relatively small (say, Ohio) and B is

situated in ~ state area whose per capita entitlement is relatively

large (say, Vermont).

2) The 20 pe:!'cep,t floor and the 145 percent ceiling :!,ules, both

as ?pp~ied to the CQUnty area and to the individual governments also

cap limit a municipality's entitlement. Thus a city Can receive a

smalle:!, entitlement either because the 20 percept floor inc~eases

entitlements to othe:!' governments within the state apd $0 leaves
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a smaller amount for distribution from the state area's local portion

24of its shared revenue, or because the 145 percent ceiling constrains

. h' 'i . 1 25elt er lts county s or ts own entlt ements.

The data for ten selected cities shown in Table 3 illustrate how

the size of per capita entitlements, the magnitude of noneducational

expenditures, and state aid vary across jurisdictiens. For example,

the per capita shared revenue entitlements in 1976 vary from a high

of $33.53 in New York to a low of $11.75 in Fort Wayne (column 1).

However, since five of the cities, Boston, New Orleans, New York,

San Francisco, and St. Louis do not have county governments distinct

from the city some adjustments in the figures must be made so that

the entitlements for all the cities are comparable. Thus the 1976

entitlements to county governments have been allocated to the five

cities with overlying county governments in proportion to the city's

fraction of the county's population, with the result that range of

city-county entitlements for the cities is reduced somewhat as shown

in column 2. Since the size of a state entitlement defines the

funds available for local entitlements, Buffalo, New Orleans, and

New York City have larger entitlements than Cleveland, Fort Wayne,

and St. Louis at least in part because New York and Louisiana have

larger state entitlements than Indiana and Missouri (column 3).

The constraint of a smaller state entitlement is especially acute

in the case of St. Louis, whose entitlement is further limited by

the 145 percent rule mentioned above.

Additional difficulties inherent in tailoring a federal program

to aid cities are suggested by the wide variation in 1970 per capita

noneducational expenditues shown in column 4. The range in these
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figures, from $560 for New York City to $75 for Fort Wayne, is due

both to different levels of funding for common functions as well as

to New York's responsibility for certain functions, such as public

assistance and higher education, not had by Fort Wayne. In column

5, however, it can also be seen that in 1970 New York received notably

more intergovernmental revenue than did Fort Wayne. Without a

detailed city-by-city analysis, it is impossible to determine the

extent to which such aid offsets the costs of more extensive

functional responsibilities. However, if the shared revenue program

has been financed at the expense of federal programs that had been

assisting the New Yorks more generously than the Fort Waynes because

of their more onerous fiscal responsibilities, then the New York's

fiscal situation has deteriorated with the advent of shared revenue.

The complex pattern of governmental institutions that exists within

and across states is manifested in a bewildering variation in the

functional responsibilities and taxing powers of cities and in the

intergovernmental aid they receive. Consequently federal revenue

sharing must be carefully designed if it is to do more than merely

move resources around indiscriminately. Under any carefully

designed program a city cannot simply be assumed to be a city.

Normative Bases for Intergovernmenta~ Grants

Intergovernmental grants have been justified on various grounds.

The principal ones that will be considered heEe are assistance with

poverty-related expenditures, reimbursement for costs imposed on a

city by commuters and other nonresidents, and the equalization of

costs of maintaining a given level of public services. 1) The fiscal



Table 3

Per Capita Entitlements (1976), Noneducational Expenditures (1970), and Intergovernmental
Revenue (1970) Pertaining to Ten Selected Cities

-- ------------ --- -===============------------------------------------ ---------- --- ---------
City + County State Intergovernmental
Entitlement Entitlement Noneducational Revenues as % of

City Entitlement Per Capita Per Capita- City Expenditures Total City Revenue
Per Capita (1976) (1976) (1976) Per Capita (1970) (1970)

City (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
----- ------------_._-_.. --- - -_. ---.~-------

Boston
1

$33.23 $33.23 $35.60 $360.00 20.8

Buffalo 17.73 30.00 39.71 321. 00 47.9

Cleveland 20.87 26.81 24.16 159.00 12.6

Fort Wayne 11. 75 17.29 24.18 75.00 9.8
N
I--'

Newark 23.67 32.46 27.08 231. 00 27.8

New Orleans1 31.06 31.06 36.36 140.00 16.0

1 33.53 33.53 39.71 560.00 45.8New York

San Jose 12.43 21.12 31. 53 98.00 22.6

San Francisco
1

25.88 25.88 31.53 509.00 36.5

St. Louis l 22.20 22.20 25.59 204.00 9.7

----------- _____ --______0_· ______

lIn this city either the county government as such does not exist or its offices are part of the
city government. •

Source of data: - Columns 1, 2, and 3: Computed from u.s. Department of the Treasury, Office of
Revenue Sharing, Sixth Period Entitlements, Washington, 1975; columns 4 and 5: u.S. Bureau of the
Census, County an~City Data Book, 1972 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), Table 6.
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resources of a city with a disproportionately large poverty population

are strained not only by financing poverty-related programs but also

because, correlatively, the city has a relatively smaller proportion

of higher-~ncome tax payers. 2) The impact of commuters and other

nonresidents impose net costs on a city unless compensation is m&de

for the services they receive through some means such as a nonresident

income tax or a local sales tax. 3) The cost of maintaining a given

level of city services, for example, police and fire protection, ,may

be higher per capita in a densely populated city with an older private

and public capital infrastructure than in a newly developed city.

An offsetting consideration that weakens a claim for shared

revenue is the extent to which a city can export taxes to residents

of other jurisdictions. A principal way in which this can occur

is through the shifting of taxes borne by business property.26 To

the extent such shifting does take place, the city is in effect

receiving external financial assistance with its claim to inter

government assistance thereby attenuated.

In order to test whether these various normative factors are

reflected in the distribution of shared revenue, regressions have

been run on data for 39 California and 30 Michigan cities. For

each state sample the 1976 per capita entitlements are regressed

on four variables selected as proxies for the normative considerations

jus't' discussed~ 1) percent of the city's taxable property (in 1968

for ~fichigan and 1972 for California) that is commercial and industrial

(ClP); 2) percent of the city's 1970 population that is poot (POOR);

3) the ratio in 1970 of the emploYfl1ent in the city to the city's

population (EMF); and 4) the precentage of the city's housing stock
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that was built before 1950 (OLD). The pattern of entitlements across

these cities will meet normative requirements for intergovernmental

aid if 1) the coefficient on CIP is negative, indicating that entitle

ments are smaller to the extent a community has a large commerical

and industrial taxable base which permits tax-exporting; and 2) the

coefficients on POOR, EMF, and OLD are positive indicating that the

entitlements are higher the larger are a city's poverty population,

the relative number of workers who commute into the city, and the

relative age of its housing stock.

From the regression results shown in Column I of Tables 4 and

5 we see that in most instances these normative expectations are not

met. Thus for both California and Michigan CIP is positive and

highly significant, indicating that per capita entitlements are

higher the larger is the commerical and industrial tax base ofa

jurisdiction and so presumably its ability to tax-export. Further

in both states EMF is negative, indicating that the larger a

jurisdiction's commuting population is relative to its resident

population, the smaller its per capita entitlement is. Only in

California, however, is this relationship statistically highly

significant. The results for OLD are mixed. In Michigan the older

is the housing stock the larger is the per capita entitlement, as

is normatively suggested. In California, on the other hand, the

relationship is negative, though not statistically significant.

Only for POOR do the results from both states meet the normative

prescription. For both California and Michigan the per capita

entitlements are positively associated with the percentage of

a jurisdiction's population that is poor.
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Results are shown in column II of Tables 4 and 5 of regressing

per capita entitlements of the California and Michigan cities on the

cities' per capita income (PCl) and per capita tax collections (PCT).

Since these two variables are factors actually employed in the various

steps of the within~state allocation process, although in a different

functional form than used here, they are significant predictors of the

variation in per capita entitlements across the cities. However, POOR

would seem to be a more direct index of the financial burden imposed

on a city by its dependent population than PCl. If the alleviation of

this fiscal burden is indeed a goal of the shared revenue program,

POOR should be used in the allocation formula rather than PCI. That

such a substitution would have a notable impact on the distribution

of shared revenue can be seen by comparing the regressions results

shown in columns II and III of Tables 4 and 5. If POOR replaces PCI

and PCT is retained in the regressions, the explained variation in

1976 per capita entitlements is reduced for cities in both states.

Actually the impact on the variation in per capita entitlements

due to a substitution of POOR for PCI is underestimated by a simple

-2 2comparison of the R 's of the two regressions. PCI is the form

used in the actual allocation formula (see equation 2) and hence if

PCl2 rather than pcr were used as the independent variable in the

regressions -2
below 1.0 only tothe R would fall the extent such

constraints as the 20'pe~cent and the 145 percent rules were operative.-

Finally, in column IV of Tables 4 and 5 results are shown of

regressing per capita entitlements on all six variables used in the

previous regressions. PCl and PCT are statistically significant in

the regressions for both states. However, ClP remains positive for
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both states and is statistically significant in the Michigan regression.

POOR is also positive in both regressions but significant only in the

California regression. The fact that CIP is positive even with

allowance made for PCT indicates that cities in California and

Michigan receive larger entitlements not only as a reward for

collecting higher but also to the extent they have tax bases that

permit tax-exporting. Since POOR is positive even when PCI is also

used as a predictor variable we have further. evidence that POOR

and PCI are to some extent measuring different phenomena.

Income Support for Poor Citizens

A principal argument offered b~ supporters of the federal

general revenue sharing program is its alleged redistributive impact.

The fact that the allocation formulas used at the various states in

the distribution of funds all include income-conditioned variables

seems to offer prima facie evidence that the program indeed is re

distributive. However~ we have seen from an analysis of the allocation

process that the distributional impact of the program at the juris

dictional level is not as strong as might appear at first glance.

We will now focus on the further question of whether the program

can be expected ultimately to increase the disposable income of

poor citizens.

Conceptually we can envision shared revenue being employed by

recipient governments to increase the real disposable income of poor

citizens through two mechanisms: 1) by directly reducing the tax

burden of the poor and/or funding programs that favor low income

citizens; and 2) by increasing the fiscal attractiveness of a
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Table 4

Regression ~esults of Per Capita Entitlements (i976), selected
California Cities, on Various Independent Variables

Variables I Ii . IiI ,.IV" "

Constant -0.87 +21.1 +0.073 +14.7
(-0.67) (+16.65) (+0.05) (+6 .04)

cip +0.24 +0.04
(+5.38) (+1.25)

POOR +0.69 +0.66 +0.30
(+5.74) (+6 .26) (3.32)

EMF -7.93 +1.03
(-2.45) (+0 .47)

OLD -0.103 -0 .. 02
(..1.29) (-1.21)

PCI -0.0046 -0.004
(-15 .51) (-7 .. 26)

PCT +O~094 +0.35 +0.07
(13.57) (+2.76) (+8.41)

-2 .74 .90 .60 .92R =

t ratios in patentheses.

Sources or data:
1) Per capita. entitlements: u.s. Dept. of Treasury, Office of Revenue

Sharing, 6th. Entitlements (Wash.: Govt. Printing Office, 1975, 440 pp.)

CIP (for Calif.): U.S. Bureau of Census, Census of Goverhments,
1972, VoL 2, raxable Property Va l,ties and Assessment - Sales Price R<;iti.9Ei;
pa.rt· I: Taxableahd Other Property Values: (Wash.: GPO, 1973), Table 8.

CIP (for Mich.): A. P. Snyder, 1968 Value of Ta,~ble property in
Micpigan (East Lansing 1969), 117 pp.

POOR, ~MP, OLD: U.S. Bl.1teau of Census County and City Data Book. 1972
(Washington: GPO; 1973), Table 6.

POI & PCT: U.S. Dept .. of Treas. Office of Revenue Sharing, initial
Data E1emeri,t,s Entitlement. J~ (Washington: GPO, 1975), 437 pp.
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Table 5

Regression Results of Per Capita Entitlements (1976), Selected
Michigan Cities,on Various Independent Variables

Variables I II III IV

Constant -1.38 +28.62 27.39 +10.4
(-0.64 ) (+ 7.24) (+1.34) (+2.39)

CIP +0.26 +0.219
(+2.57) (+2.64)

POOR +0.40 +0.807 +0.215
(+2.67) (+5.50) (+1.62)

EMF -11.56 -10.3
(-0.98) (-1.05)

OLD +0.09 +0.051
(+2.34) (+1.65)

PCI -0.005 -0.0025
(~6 .45) (-3.40)

PCT +0.079 +0.511 +0.038
(+5.24) (+2.89) (+2.97)

-2
R = .79 .72 .66 .87

t ratios in parentheses.

Sources of da ta: (See Table 4)

... -_.. _..-- ._.. -_._---_ .._ _ - _ _._._- -- . _ __.- ---_ .. _-- - ._-_.__.._- _--._..._._-----_.._ __._-._--_.- _-.._._-_.__._--.._ ..-._--,



jurisdiction to high income residents thereby increasing its taxable

base, and thus ultimately, through a trickle-down process, allowing

the fiscal burden of the poor to be eased. This latter alternative

seems to describe the strategic approach that Buchanan recommends to

cities. "Fiscal decisions must be made strategically rather than

reactively. Translated into practical policy terms this means that

potentially-mobile central-city taxpayers who contribute to net

fiscal surplus must be deliberately induced to remain in the

h . . b . f· 1 d·· ,,27s ar1ng commun1ty y appropr1ate 1sca a Justments.

Buchanan, of course, envisions a broader range of responses than

merely a city's use of revenue sharing; just as revenue sharing

itself has been defended on grounds other than increasing disposable

income for low-income citizens. Nonetheless it is legitimate to

judge the effectiveness of the program against this criterion. Hence,

in this section general revenue sharing will be evaluated in terms

of its target effectiveness as a redistributive program in favor

of the urban poor. The increase in real income to be expected for

the poverty population of one city, St. Louis, resulting both

directly and indirectly from the use of its revenue sharing grant

will be compared with the increased income the same poverty population

would receive from an individual income support program of equal

dollar cost.

A. TheModel

Both the direct and indirect redistributive gain to a city's

poverty population resulting from intergovernmental shared revenue

can be described in terms of the following simple model.
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If 1. G
i

= E
i

T~

2 • T. = (B.) (R. )
1. 1. 1.

where

G. = real income gain to i th group i
1.

thE
i

= expenditures benefiting i group

T b d
. thi tax ur en on 1. group

B bl b f
. th. taxa ease 0 1. group

1.

R. tax rate for i th group
1.

r (rich) or p (poor)

If it is assumed 1) that the shared revenue (S) received by a city is

used to reduce the tax rate on the rich (R ) and/or increase expendi
r

tures that directing favor the rich (E ) and 2) that this policy, by
r

rr~king the city more attractive to those with high income, thus

increases the city's taxable base,

then

3. B = B [R (S), E (S)]
r r r r

where

S shared revenue

and

dB dB dR dB dE
--E.=--.!.--E.>O+ r r>O
dS dR dS dE dS

r r

Finally, the larger taxable base resulting from this policy permits

a reduction in the tax rate on the poor in the city (R ), ceteris paribus.
p

In this way it is possible that the disposable income of the poor can

be increased by using the shared revenue directly 1) to reduce the

tax rate (or increase expenditures) for the poor and/or directly

2) do the same for the rich with the consequence that the taxable
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base of the rich is increased thus allowing a reduction in the tax

rate and/or increased expenditures for the poor ceteris paribus.

Thus

4. a = R [5, B (S)]
P P r

with

dR dR dR dB
--E.. = --E.. < 0 + --E..dB· d·S r < 0dS dS r

B. An Illustrative Example

TWo empirical questions tan be examined by this this simple

model: 1) How large is the direct income gain to lower income

residents of a city if the total shared revenue entitlement is used

to reduce their tax rates and 2) How much do lower income residents

stand to gain indirectly through the retention within the city of

higher income residents with their associated larger taxable base?

The answers to these questions will enable us to judge the redis-

tributive effect of general revenue sharing. For an illustrative

example let us assume that St. Louis receives a grant of $4 million,

approximately the additional amount it would receive if $2 billion

additional funds were appropriated for general revenue sharing and

distributed according to the present distribution algorithums.
28

If it is assumed that this $4 million shared revenue grant

to St. Louis were used exclusively to reduce property tax rates

. h . 29 h ff·· . ld b d d~n t e c~ty, tee ect~ve property tax :rate WOll e re uce

from 2.00 to 1.85 percent and the poverty population of the city

would enjoy an estimated direct increase in disposable real income
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- of-$2-24,OOO. 30 - Thus,S. S percent of -the shared revenue would directly

benefit the poor in St. Louis. In order to estimate the indirect

gain to low-income residents due to the retention of higher income

residents with their higher taxable base, we would need to know (1)

the elasticity of a high-income residency with respect to property

tax rates combined with (2) the elasticity of the taxable base with

respect to high-income residency (equation 3). Without values for

these relationships we cannot give a precise measure of the indirect

gain to low income residents from the shared revenue program.

Some general parameters can be indicated, however, of the likley

indirect gain to poor citizens in St. Louis from a general reduction

in tax rates. Thus 1) if it is assumed that the effective property

tax rate is 1.78 percent, after revenue sharing, the taxable base

would have t~ increase by $114 million, or 6.5 percent of the

1970 taxable base, in order to generate property tax revenue equal

to the amount paid by those with less than $5,000 income in 1970.

2) There would have to be an increase in the taxable base of $212

million, or 12.1 percent, to generate sufficient additional property

tax revenue ($3,774,000) to provide an indirect increase in the

disposable income of the poor so that, when added to their direct

gain of $224,000, the total increase in the disposable income of

the St. Louis poor from the property tax reduction would equal the

$4,000,000 revenue sharing entitlement. 3l Although we have no

quantitative evaluation of the variables in equatior. 3~ it scarcely

seems plarisible that a relatively modest decrease in property rates

would trigger such sizable increases in the property tax base. 32

s
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There is also the question of using shared revenue to increase

expenditures for seiected city functions. Would such increased

expenditures make the city more attractive to high income citizens

,and. so increase the taxable base sufficiently to permit financing

indirect income gain for the poor equal in value to the shared

revenue entitlement? We offer no judgment on this question and

it is possible that residency for high income citizens would be

promoted more by an improvement in city-financed amenities than by

a reduction in tax rates.

Evaluation of Revenue Sharing

From the analysis of this paper certain c9nclusions may be

drawn concerning the effectiveness of the State and Local Fiscal

Assistance Act of 1972. 1) It is very difficult to design an

allocation formula that takes into account the greatly diverse

fiscal situations facing the thousands of state and local govern

ments in the United States. 2) From the regressions reported

in Tables 4 and 5, we have evidence that the current allocation

procedure does not account for such important factors as tax

exporting, governmental costs associated with a poverty population,

nor the impact of nonresidents on city expenditures. 3) Many

jurisdictions with scant title to intergovernmental aid under any

plausible understanding of externality nonetheless do receive

entitl~ments thereby reducing the funds available to cities with

such a title. In the light of these findings and judged by the

criterion of target efficiency, the shared revenue program must

be judged deficient as a redistributive instrument. Since other
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goals have been proposed for the program, however, its overall

evaluation must also consider criteria pertinent to these other

goals.

An "Urban" Revenue Sharing Program

An illustrative "urban" program will be outlined in conclusion

with a view to correcting .some of the deficiencies identified in

the current revenue sharing program. Estimates are shown in Table

6, column 4 of entitlements for selected cities if $2 billion were

distributed to the 384 cities with a 1974 population of 50,000 and

over in proportion to the city's fraction of the total 1970 poverty

population residing in these cities. Since the 1970 poverty population

of these 384 cities was 10,011,158 and New York City's poverty

population in that year was 1,176,333, or 11.7 percent of the total,

New York would receive 11.7 percent of the shared revenue to be

distributed, or $235,109,318 as shown in Table 6, column 4. The

amounts received under such a program by the selected cities can

be compared with 1) the entitlements they are to receive in 1976 under

the present program (columns 1 and 2) and 2) the entitlements they

would receive if the current program were simply to be expanded by

$2 billion and the current allocation procedures maintained (column 3).

Several arguments favor some such urban plan as just outlined.

1) The $2 billion additional funds would be targeted to 384 jurisdictions

whose population includes nearly 40 percent of the nation's poor and

whose eroding fiscal capacity threatens the nation's financial structure.

2) Such an urban formula is simply understood and can be rationalized

in terms of a national policy to channel aid to jurisdictions in
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proportion to their numbers of dependent citizens. 3) Since such

an urban program is designed as an add-on to the present program

it would not disturb the allocation of funds to the 38,000 juris

dictions currently receiving aid and so it should be more politically

acceptable than would a complete revision of the shared revenue

procedures, as justified as such a revision may seem to many. 4)

Finally, it should be noted that a marginal urban shared revenue

program as outlined here does not provide a remedy for mqny of the

problems inherent in the allocation procedure of the current program,

such as the inequities arising from jurisdictions' differing

abilities to export taxes, those resulting from the one-third/two

thirds state-local division of the shared revenue, or those caused

by the 20 percent and 145 percent rules for the within-state

allocation. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, such a revision

would not touch what may be the central question facing proponents

of general revenue sharing: Why spread funds more or less indis

criminately across thousands of small and/or affluent jurisdictions

with no compelling rationale for the largess?
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Table 6

(1) Per Capita and (2) Total General Revenue Sharing Entitlements,
1975-75, and Total Entitlements from and Additional $2 Billion

A~11ocated (3) Under Current Program and (4) Under Urban Program,
10 Largest and Some Selected Cities

Cities
1

New York-
. Chicago

Los Angeles 1
Philadelphia
Detroit
Houston 1
Baltimore
Dallas 1
Washington
Cleveland

San Antonio
Bostonl 1
St. Louis
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Newark
Oakland

Green Bay
Madison
¥,aple Bluff·
Middleton
Milwaukee
Monona
Racine
Shorewood Hills

Dayton
Peoria
Sioux City

1975-76 Entitlements
Per Capita

(1)

$33.53
22.44
14.80
26.30
26.12
14.80
29.00
16.39
35.40
20.87

14.37
33.23
22.20
16.60
25,26
17.73
23.67
15.10

22.18
17.71

4.74
5.23

19.15
4.75

17.78
4.75

18.62
16.10
15.70

Total
(2)

$264,732,734
75,451,176
41,698,891
51,257,921
39,470,913
18,249,898
26,265,998
13,836,722
26,777,442
15,671,045

9,400,671
21,300,807
13,851,019

9,653,047
13,141,074

8,204,665
9,050,976
5,460,298

1,944,194
3,068,697

8,926
52,867

13,731,555
49,971

1,528,902
9,876

4,533,286
2,044,665
1,348,853

Additional $2 Billion
Current Program

(3)

$83,370,955
23,762,406
13,132,023
16,142,400
12,430,377

5,747,349
8,271,819
4,357,530
8,432,895
4,935,204

2,960,506
6,708,157
4,350,695
3,039,986
4,138,453
2,583,854
2,850,379
1,719,584

612,275
966,409

2,811
16,648

4,324,410
15,736

481,489
3,110

1,427,645
643,916
424,788

"Urban" Program
(4)

$235,109,318
97,456,747
74,858,487
59,977,045
45,007,712
34,730,649
33,309,653
22,777,869
25,704,149
25,968,824

28,507,934
20,756,235
25,245,897
13,716,586
16,010,436
14,059,201
17,195,465
11,997,528

1,349,431
4,085,779

°°16,339,499

°1,693,303

°
6,909,614
2,968,972
1,871,913

lSince this jurisdiction does not have distinct overlying county government it does not
share the "county are's" entitlement with a county government.
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Policy 22 (Spring 1974), pp. 169-188.

7For an at~empt to develop models for a statistical study of the

effect of grants on the allocation of funds among local public sector

functions, see Martin McGuire, "An Econometric Model of Federal Grants

and Local Fiscal Response," in Wallace E. Oates (ed.) Financing the

New.Federa1isJll (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975),

pp. 115-138.
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8These calculations are derived from Nathan, Manvel, and Calkins,

pp. 54-55.

9For example, Johnson has estimated that the larger of the two

amounts would have cost $5.789 billion in 1972 rather than the $5.3

billion that was available. Hence each state's grant had to be reduced

to about 92 percent (5.3/5.789 = .9155) of the larger amount that was

originally indicated by the two formulas. (See Marv Johnson, !

Discussion and Estimation of the Tax Effort Inducements of General

Revenue Sharing (Syracuse: Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public

Affairs, 1975), p. 64. I have calculated that in 1976 the larger of

the two amounts would have cost $6.84 billion rather the $6.35 billion

that was available. Hence in 1976 each state area's grant had to be

reduced to 92.9 percent of the larger amount.

10As indicated, for example, in Johnson, pp. 4-6. See also

Robert P. Strauss and Peter B. Harkins, "The Impact of Population

Undercounts on General Revenue Sharing Allocations in New Jersey and

Virginia," National Tax Journal 27 (1974), pp. 618-619.

11In 1970 "personal income" was $797 billion and "money income"

$634 billion. However, the simple correlation between per capita

"personal income" and "money income" across states in 1970 was +0.96.

(See Johnson, p. 8.)

124ohnson has pointed .out the similarity between the Senate formula
or·

and the original Pechman formula of the. 1960s which weighted taxes simply

by the inverse of per capita income. (See Johnson, p. 7~)
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l3AcCording to the House forcmula three components of the formula

each account for the distribution of 22 percent of the available funds:

1) population, 2) population times relative income, and 3) urbanized

population; and two components each account for 17 percent: 1)

general tax effort times state and local taxes and 2) the income tax

collections of the state government relative to all state government

income tax collections, subject to some constraints described in the

next footnote.

l4For the purpose of this formula "state income tax collections"

are understood to be 15 percent of the revenue from a state-imposed

personal income tax, with the constraints that no state may have

less than 1 percent nor more than 6 percent of the federal personal

income tax collections attributed to that state.

In 1976 10 states would have been affected by the floor

provisions of 1 percent of federal personal income tax collections

if they had chosen the House allocation formula: Connecticut, Florida,

Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas,

Washington, and Wyoming. Minnesota alone was affected by the 6

percent ceiling. Of these 11 states, only 2, Connecticut and New

Jersey chose the House formula.

15Estimated from the 1975-16 data. In 1972 only 31 states received

a larger allocation under the Senate formula. See Natham, Manvel,

and Calkins, p. 47.

16Calculated from data in I.M. ~abovitz, Federal Revenue and

Expenditure Estimates for States and Regions: Averages for Fiscal
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Years 1969-71 (Washington: Congressional Research Service, 1975);

and Nathan, Manvel, and Calkins, pp. 70-71.

l7Estimated from data in Nathan, Manvel, and Calkins, pp. 74-75.

l3Thus under one set of assumptions, Brown and Medoff estimate

that a revenue sharing program: that redistributes grants from high

to low income states leaves the overall condition of poor citizens

unaffected. " .•. [T]he only redistribution that takes place is a

redistribution of benefits from poor people in high-income states to

poor people in low-income states. The position of all poor people

taken together is unaffected." Brown and Medoff, p. 175.

19Tax Foundation, Facts and Figures on Government Finance (New

York, 1975), p. 133. "Local revenue" includes revenue generated by

all local governments, not merely general purpose governments.

20Tax Foundation, pp. 134-135.

2lNathan, Manvel, and Calkins, p. '169.

22The "tax effort" index for the county area allocation differs

in two respects from the "tax effort" index used in the Senate

formula for the state area allocation (equation 1). First, only

county, municipal, and townships taxes for purposes other than educa

tion are included in the county area index, whereas all state and

local taxes are included in the state area "tax effort" index. Second,

money income as reported by the Census Bureau is used rather than the

personal income measure that is used in the national accounts.

23If a county area includes an Indian tribe or Alaskan native

village such a unit received a fraction of the county area's grant

which equals its proportion of the county's population.
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28Se~ Table 6, column 3 where it is estimated that St. Louis

would receive $4,350,000 additional revenue from such a program.

29In 1970 property tax collections were $36.6 million with a

taxable base of $1,758 billion. See U.S. Bureau of the Census,

County and Data Book, 1972 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing

Office, 1973), Table 6.

30This estimate is derived in the following manner:

a) The average effective tax rate of the St. Louis property tax

in 1970 in terms of money income was 2 percent. ($36.6 million

property tax collections divided by $1.805 billion total money income

equals 0.02.) Source of data U.S. Bureau of the Census, County and

City Data Book, 1972 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,

1973).

b) If the $4 million in shared revenue is used entirely for

property tax relief, the average effective rate falls to 1.78 percent

($36.6 million less $4 million equals $32.6 million divided by $1.805

billion equals 0.0178.)

'c) Pechman and Okner estimate that in 1966 the average effective

property tax rate in the United States was 3.0 percent and the rate

on income under $5,000 per year was 2.7 percent, under the assumption

that the tax is borne by property owners. (Joseph A. Pechman and

Benjamin A. Okner, Who Bears the Tax Burden?) [(Washington: The

Brookings Institution, 1974), p. 59.] Since the average effective

property tax rate in 1970 was 2.0 percent in St. Louis, the rate on

those with annual income under $5,000 should be 1.8 percent before

revenue sharing and 1.6 percent after revenue sharing, if we simply
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scale down the national distribut~on of the rates. (2.7/3.0 is

equal to 1.8/2.0 and 1~6/l.78.)

d) On this basis~ the total property tax liability of those

with income und~r $5,000 would be $2,026 million before revenue sharing

and $1,802 million after revenue sharin~, or a gain of $224,000.

[It is estimated that the total income received in 1969 by those in

St. Louis with less than $5,000 income was $112.6 million times

.018 equals $2,026 million and times .016 equals $1,802 million.

Source of data: U.S. Bureau of the Census, County and City Data

Book, 1972 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973),

Table 6.]

31These estimates are derived as follows: The local property

tax liability borne by the St. Louis poor in 1970 was $2,026,000

(see previous footnote). Thus $2,026,000 divided by the effective

property tax rate on the St. Louis poor, 1.78 percent (see previous

footnote), equals $113,800,000, which is 6.5 percent of the St.

Louis property tax base in 1970 (see previous footnote).

Similarly $3,774,000 divided by 1.78 percent equals $212,000,000

or 12.1 percent of the St. Louis prope~ty tax base in 1970.

32It should be no~ed, however,. that tax revenues from sources

other than the property tax might well be increased by retaining high

income resident~ in the city. Since local sales and payro~l tax

collections (the other two major St. Louis taxes) would also increase

due to a retention of higher income residents, an increase in the

property tax base constitutes only Qne component of the potential
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indirect gain to the poor in the city from retaining higher income

residents.




